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'What are you gonna do when you grow up?'  

That may be the most aggravating question ever
when you don't know the answer!

This simple checkbox activity will help you answer
that question once and for all! Choose one of the
options you are considering for your new career,
degree or business and run it through this
checklist. 
1.  Enter a score from 0 for 'NO!' to 10 for 'YES!' beside
each of the 10 statements. Or whatever other score
you choose for that comment.
2.  Tally up your score.
3.  I'll be back after you complete this activity to help
you take your next steps.

- Jeff Fuson
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  Does it match with my natural talents and abilities?

  Does it t my values?

  Does it t with how and where I want to live?

  Does it t my personality?

  Does it match my design?

  Does this allow me to make the most signicant contribution to the world that I am capable
of making?

  Does it t my lifestyle of choice for me and those I love?

  Does it allow me to work with and serve the sort of people I want to serve?

  Will this path give me the sort of income I desire and and amount of freedom and leisure I
desire?

  Is there ample room in this profession for future growth, income and advancement? Or is this
path a 'dead end' or in a 'dying market'?
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What's your score?
If you scored 90 or higher you're probably ready to roll and may

not need my help at all! Congratulations.
If you scored 89 or lower, then we need to talk.  

There is a HIGH COST for not being totally clear about this. It
costs money, time, opportunities and missed experiences with

friends & family.
Let's jump on a free call for about 30 minutes and talk about

what you think you'd like to do. 

Schedule Your 1:1 Planning Session
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